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Abstract
Helicobacter pylori infection has been associated with many intestinal and extraintestinal infections. It has been linked with many neurological and ophthalmological disorders including cerebrovascular diseases, migraine, Alzheimer's disease, epilepsy, Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, peripheral neuropathies, glaucoma, and non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy. The pathophysiological mechanisms could involve various immunological processes in response to an infectious agent or different antigens released during tissue destruction resulting in activation of cellular and humoral immunity; platelet activation and aggregation; different vasoactive and inflammatory substances; reactive oxygen species; and apoptotic processes. The long-term effects of H pylori eradication therapy on the course of these disorders still need to be explored and warrant further studies.

INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is a micro-aerophilic, spiral shaped, Gram-negative bacterium that colonizes the gastric mucosa of more than half humans worldwide. It has been associated with many intestinal and extraintestinal infections. A high H pylori seroprevalance has been reported in different neurological and ophthalmological disorders including cerebrovascular diseases, mild cognitive impairment, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, seizure disorders, migraine, multiple sclerosis, peripheral neuropathies, Guillain-Barre syndrome, and glaucoma. We discuss the role of H pylori in these neurological and ophthalmological disorders in this review article.

CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
H pylori is considered to be a stroke risk factor. Chronic H pylori infection seems to be more prevalent in stroke patients than in healthy population. Elevated levels of proinflammatory and procoagulant factors have been observed in chronic H pylori infected subjects which might be responsible for increase stroke risk in these individuals. Chronic H pylori infection is associated with elevated C-reactive protein, total cholesterol, plasma fibrinogen levels, and IL-8 levels. These elevate the risk of atherosclerosis, increase blood viscosity, promote blood clot formation and induce a systemic vasculopathy resulting in cerebrovascular accident. H pylori seropositivity has been associated with increased risk of atherothrombotic, lacunar and microangiopathic strokes. However, a small, case control study did not find an increased risk of stroke with H pylori seropositivity in multivariate analysis. H pylori strains having the cytotoxin-associated gene-A (CagA) are associated with increased inflammation. The increased titer of antibodies against these particular strains are seen in large vessel strokes. There is a molecular mimicry between antigen determinants of CagA positive strains and endothelial cells of blood vessels. Therefore antibodies against CagA cross-react with vascular wall antigens which might be a potential mechanism of intima-media thickness and atherosclerosis linked with CagA strain. H pylori has been detected in carotid plaques and has shown to be associated with upregulated adhesion receptors. Infection with CagA strains in atherosclerotic stroke patients is associated with greater intima-media thickness, plaque instability, acute cerebral ischemia and poorer short-term outcome compared with CagA negative patients. However, another study showed that H pylori and the CagA strain are not major risk factors for early arteriosclerosis as assessed by carotid artery intima-media thickness.

MILD COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT AND ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
The association of mild cognitive impairment and...
Alzheimer's disease (AD) with underlying microbial infection has been addressed by recent studies. H. pylori infection is linked to different cognitive and memory problems including AD. Kountouras and colleagues investigated this association in their studies. The rate of H. pylori infection was found to be higher in AD patients than the ones in control group. Different mechanisms have been proposed which might be responsible for this association. The autoimmune response can be triggered due to the molecular mimicry between H. pylori cellular antigens and different components of nervous tissue.

Different other mechanisms as a result of induction of different cellular and humoral immune responses including the release of excessive amounts of pro-inflammatory substances including ILs- 6, 8, 10 and 12; tumor necrosis factor; interferon-gamma; leukotrienes and prostaglandins; acute phase proteins like fibrinogen and C-reactive proteins; reactive oxygen species and free radicals have also been proposed to explain the H. pylori association with AD. H. pylori infection might also influence the apoptotic process, promote platelet-leukocyte aggregation, increase homocysteine levels and damage the endothelial lining of blood vessels influencing the pathophysiology of different neurodegenerative disorders like AD. The elevated levels of homocysteine are linked to atrophic gastritis which can lead to malabsorption of vitamin B12 and folate resulting in failure of methylation by 5-methyltetrahydrofolate. Keeping in view this association of H. pylori infection and AD, eradication of H. pylori infection in patients with mild cognitive impairment and AD might delay their disease progression. 

**PARKINSON’S DISEASE**

H. pylori infection might be associated with neurodegenerative conditions like idiopathic Parkinson's disease (PD). It has been reported that the gastrointestinal tracts of PD patients are more vulnerable to develop peptic ulcer and similar syndromes than the ordinary people of the same age. Strang found that 15% of 200 consecutive patients with PD had a history of peptic ulcer compared with 4% of controls. Charlett and colleagues described the linkage between the prevalence of H. pylori and of parkinsonism to the source of drinking water. The exact underlying mechanism of this association is not well defined but the acquired immunosuppression due to chronic peripheral inflammation and the resulting auto-immunity might be a key factor in its pathogenesis.

H. pylori infection can affect the absorption of levodopa in patients with PD by different direct and indirect mechanisms. H. pylori mainly causes antral predominant gastritis resulting in hypersecretion of gastric acid and disruption of duodenal mucosa effecting the solubility and impaired absorption of levodopa. H. pylori eradication may improve clinical response to levodopa by modifying its pharmacokinetics. Pierantozzi and colleagues has recently investigated the short and long-term clinical effects of H. pylori eradication and showed that it improved the clinical status of infected PD patients and induced a more stable and long-lasting response to levodopa. The prolonged high plasma levodopa concentration was found in eradicated patients. The present studies suggest that H. pylori eradication may represent an excellent therapeutic opportunity and can play a effective clinical role in PD patients by reducing the motor fluctuations and by increasing the “on” time period duration.

**SEIZURE DISORDERS**

There is a possible association of H. pylori infection with different seizure disorders. Okuda and colleagues investigated the rate of H. pylori infection in patients with epilepsy and seizure disorder. They enrolled 75 epilepsy patients and 71 chronic disease patients in their study. The influence of H. pylori infection on prognosis of these patients was also monitored in this study. The epileptic patients with H. pylori showed poor prognosis as compared with non-infected patients. The proposed mechanism involved antibodies against cardiolipin, an important phospholipid in the membranes of H. pylori. The production of autoantibodies due to the cross-mimicry between H. pylori and cellular phospholipids might be responsible for chronic activation of different inflammatory pathways and release of different proinflammatory substances. The increase prevalence of autoantibodies in seizure patients and gradual resolution of neurological symptoms after H. pylori eradication has been seen in other studies. Ozturk and colleagues studied the presence of H. pylori infection in seizure patients for the possible trigger effect of seizure via immunological mechanisms. Their findings supported that H. pylori infection might trigger epilepsy by immunological mechanisms as shown by other studies before. They proposed that H. pylori stool antigen test can be used to identify active H. pylori infections in patients with seizure disorders.

**MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AND PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHIES**
H pylori infections has been linked to multiple sclerosis (MS) and demyelinating peripheral neuropathies as it can trigger cellular and humoral immunity due to the sharing of similar epitopes present in the nervous tissue. These antibodies cross-react with different components of central and peripheral nerves resulting in their damage. Many other factors like platelet activation and aggregation; different vasoactive and inflammatory substances; stimulation of mononuclear cells to produce different tissue factor-like procoagulants; reactive oxygen species; and apoptotic processes may be important factors in the association of H pylori infection with MS and peripheral neuropathies like Guillain–Barre syndrome.

Li et al studied the prevalence of H pylori infection in different MS subtypes including classic (CMS) and opticoskeletal MS (OSMS) in the Japanese population and demonstrated a difference in H pylori seropositivity between Japanese patients with OSMS and those with CMS. H pylori infection was significantly lower in patients with CMS than in healthy controls or patients with OSMS. This study suggested that the differences in childhood environment might exert distinct effects on the development of each MS subtype later in life and H pylori might be a protective factor against CMS. Wender et al also reported lower frequency of H pylori infection in MS as compared with controls.

**CEPHALAGIA**

There are different opinions about the association of H pylori infection and different headache syndromes. High prevalence of H pylori has been reported in individuals with different headache types and its eradication significantly decreased headache attacks. There is a significantly higher prevalence of CagA-positive H pylori strains in patients with migraine with aura. Other studies have demonstrated that chronic H pylori infection is not more frequent in patients with migraine than in controls. Different mechanisms including cerebral blood flow changes, production of antioxidants, and other immune function alterations have been proposed as possible mechanisms of headache and migraine in H pylori positive subjects. However, a recent study did not support the role of oxidative stress in migraine patients suffering from H pylori infection.

**NON-ARTERITIC ANTERIOR ISCHEMIC OPTIC NEUROPATHY AND GLAUCOMA**

H pylori is associated with different ophthalmological and neuron-ophthalmological problems like non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy, primary open angle and exfoliation glaucoma. There may be a causal link between H pylori and glaucoma. Anti-H pylori antibodies cross-react with ciliary body epithelial antigens and it also induces apoptosis in trabecular meshwork. Other pathophysiological mechanisms may involve pro-inflammatory vasoactive substances and induction of apoptosis resulting in glaucomatous neuropathy. High prevalence of H pylori has been documented in glaucoma patients by different studies. Eradication of H pylori showed improvement in different glaucoma parameters including mean intraocular pressure and visual fields parameters.

**CONCLUSIONS**

H pylori play a potential role in the pathophysiology of many neurological and ophthalmological disorders. The current data is very limited to establish any causal relationship between H pylori and most of the above mentioned disorders. The long-term effects of H pylori eradication therapy on the course of these disorders are not clear and there is a need for further research to establish this association.
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